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REPRESENTATIONS OF QUANTUM GROUPS AT ROOTS OF UNITY,
WHITTAKER VECTORS AND Q-W ALGEBRAS
A. SEVOSTYANOV
Abstract. Let Uε(g) be the standard simply connected version of the Drinfeld–Jumbo quan-
tum group at an odd m-th root of unity ε. The center of Uε(g) contains a huge commutative
subalgebra isomorphic to the algebra ZG of regular functions on (a ﬁnite covering of a big cell
in) a complex connected, simply connected algebraic group G with Lie algebra g. Let V be a
ﬁnite–dimensional representation of Uε(g) on which ZG acts according to a non–trivial charac-
ter ηg given by evaluation of regular functions at g ∈ G. Then V is a representation of the
ﬁnite–dimensional algebra Uηg = Uε(g)/Uε(g)Ker ηg . We show that in this case, under certain
restrictions on m, Uηg contains a subalgebra Uηg (m−) of dimension m
1
2
dim O, where O is the
conjugacy class of g, and Uηg (m−) has a one–dimensional representation Cχg . We also prove that
if V is not trivial then the space of Whittaker vectors HomUηg (m−)(Cχg , V ) is not trivial and the
algebra Wηg = EndUηg (Uηg ⊗Uηg (m−) Cχg ) naturally acts on it which gives rise to a Schur–type
duality between representations of the algebra Uηg and of the algebra Wηg called a q-W algebra.
1. Introduction
Let g′ be the Lie algebra of a semisimple algebraic group G′ over an algebraically closed ﬁeld k
of characteristic p > 0. Let x → x[p] be the p-th power map of g′ into itself. The structure of the
enveloping algebra of g′ is quite diﬀerent from the zero characteristic case. Namely, the elements
xp − x[p], x ∈ g′ are central. For any linear form θ on g′, let Uθ be the quotient of the enveloping
algebra of g′ by the ideal generated by the central elements xp − x[p] − θ(x)p with x ∈ g′. Then
Uθ is a ﬁnite–dimensional algebra. Kac and Weisfeiler proved that any simple g
′-module can be
regarded as a module over Uθ for a unique θ as above (this explains why all simple g
′–modules are
ﬁnite–dimensional).
One can identify θ with an element of g′ via the Killing form and reduce the general situation to
the case of nilpotent θ. In that case, among other things, Premet deﬁnes in [14, 15] a subalgebra
Uθ(mθ) ⊂ Uθ generated by a Lie subalgebra mθ ⊂ g′ such that Uθ(mθ) has dimension p d2 , where d
is the dimension of the coadjoint orbit of θ, and is equipped with a one–dimensional representation
kχθ , χθ : Uθ(mθ) → k. Thus for every Uθ–module V the algebra EndUθ (Uθ ⊗Uθ(mθ) kχθ ) naturally
acts on the space HomUθ (Uθ ⊗Uθ(mθ) kχθ , V ) called the space of Whittaker vectors in V . This leads
to a Schur–type duality between representations of the algebras Uθ and EndUθ (Uθ ⊗Uθ(mθ) kχθ ),
the latter being called a W–algebra. Tensoring V with the one–dimensional representation k−χθ of
Uθ(mθ) one can deﬁne the structure of a U0(mθ)–module (here U0(mθ) is the subalgebra generated
by mθ in U0 which corresponds to θ = 0) on V , which makes it a Uθ − U0(mθ)–bimodule, and the
two actions satisfy certain compatibility conditions. This brings the representation theory of the
algebra Uθ into the context of equivariant representation theory showing also some similarity with
the theory of generalized Gelfand–Graev representations (see [10]).
Another important example of ﬁnite–dimensional algebras is related to the theory of quantum
groups at roots of unity. Let g be a complex ﬁnite–dimensional semisimple Lie algebra. A remarkable
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property of the standard Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group Uε(g) associated to g, where ε is a primitive
m-th root of unity, is that its center contains a huge commutative subalgebra isomorphic to the
algebra ZG of regular functions on (a ﬁnite covering of a big cell in) a complex algebraic group G
with Lie algebra g (see [3, 5]). In this paper we consider the simply connected version of Uε(g)
and the case when m is odd. In that case G is the connected, simply connected algebraic group
corresponding to g.
Consider ﬁnite–dimensional representations of Uε(g), on which ZG acts according to non–trivial
characters ηg given by evaluation of regular functions at various points g ∈ G. Note that all
irreducible representations of Uε(g) are of that kind, and every such representation is a representation
of the algebra Uηg = Uε(g)/Uε(g)Ker ηg for some ηg.
In this paper we construct certain subalgebras Uηg (m−) in Uηg which have properties similar
to those of the subalgebras Uθ(mθ) ⊂ Uθ. In particular, there is a Schur–type duality between
representations of the algebras Uηg and of certain quantum group versions of W–algebras called
q-W–algebras. Uηg–modules also naturally become Uηg − Uη1(m−)–bimodules. We show that for
such modules the corresponding spaces of Whittaker vectors are always non–trivial which can be
regarded as an analogue of the Engel theorem for quantum groups at roots of unity.
It turns out that the deﬁnition of the subalgebras Uηg (m−) is related to the existence of some
special transversal slices Σs to the set of conjugacy classes in G. These slices Σs associated to
(conjugacy classes of) elements s in the Weyl group of g were introduced by the author in [17]. The
slices Σs play the role of the Slodowy slices in algebraic group theory. In the particular case of
elliptic Weyl group elements these slices were also introduced later by He and Lusztig in paper [8]
within a diﬀerent framework.
A remarkable property of a slice Σs is that if g is conjugate to an element in Σs then Uηg has a
subalgebra of dimension m
1
2 codim Σs with a non–trivial character. If g ∈ Σs (in fact g may belong
to a larger variety) then the corresponding subalgebra Uηg (m−) can be explicitly described in terms
of quantum group analogues of root vectors. There are also analogues of subalgebras Uηg (m−) in
Uq(g) in case of generic q (see [18]).
Q-W–algebras can be regarded as noncommutative deformations of truncated versions of the
algebras of regular functions on the slices Σs. In case of generic ε q-W algebras were introduced and
studied in [18].
In [19], Theorem 5.2 it is shown that for every conjugacy class O in G one can ﬁnd a transversal
slice Σs such that O intersects Σs and dim O = codim Σs. Thus in this case for the corresponding
algebra Uηg (m−) we have dim Uηg (m−) = m
1
2dim O, where O is the conjugacy class of g.
There is, however, a major diﬀerence between Lie algebras and quantum groups: in case of Lie
algebras g′ over ﬁelds of prime characteristic the algebras Uθ(mθ) are local while in the quantum
group case the algebras Uηg (m−), which play the role of Uθ(mθ), are not local. In particular, each
Uηg (m−) may have several one–dimensional representations.
The author is grateful to the referee for careful reading of the text.
2. Notation
Fix the notation used throughout the text. Let G be a simply connected ﬁnite–dimensional
complex simple Lie group, g its Lie algebra. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ g and let Δ be the set
of roots of (g, h). Let αi, i = 1, . . . , l, l = rank(g) be a system of simple roots, Δ+ = {β1, . . . , βN}
the set of positive roots. Let H1, . . . , Hl be the set of simple root generators of h.
Let aij be the corresponding Cartan matrix, and let d1, . . . , dl, di ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i = 1, . . . , l be
coprime positive integers such that the matrix bij = diaij is symmetric. There exists a unique
non–degenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form (, ) on g such that (Hi, Hj) = d
−1
j aij . It induces
an isomorphism of vector spaces h  h∗ under which αi ∈ h∗ corresponds to diHi ∈ h. We denote
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by α∨ the element of h that corresponds to α ∈ h∗ under this isomorphism. The induced bilinear
form on h∗ is given by (αi, αj) = bij .
Let W be the Weyl group of the root system Δ. W is the subgroup of GL(h) generated by the
fundamental reﬂections s1, . . . , sl,
si(h) = h− αi(h)Hi, h ∈ h.
The action of W preserves the bilinear form (, ) on h.
For any root α ∈ Δ we also denote by sα the corresponding reﬂection.
For every element w ∈ W one can introduce the set Δw = {α ∈ Δ+ : w(α) ∈ −Δ+}, and the
number of the elements in the set Δw is equal to the length l(w) of the element w with respect to
the system Γ of simple roots in Δ+.
Let b+ be the Borel subalgebra corresponding to Δ+, b− the opposite Borel subalgebra, n± their
nilradicals. Denote by H,N+, N−, B+, B− the maximal torus, the maximal unipotent subgroups and
the Borel subgroups of G which correspond to the Lie subalgebras h, n+, n−, b+ and b−, respectively.
We identify g and its dual by means of the canonical invariant bilinear form. Then the coadjoint
action of G on g∗ is naturally identiﬁed with the adjoint one.
Let gβ be the root subspace corresponding to a root β ∈ Δ, gβ = {x ∈ g|[h, x] = β(h)x for every h ∈
h}. gβ ⊂ g is a one–dimensional subspace. It is well known that for α = −β the root subspaces gα
and gβ are orthogonal with respect to the canonical invariant bilinear form. Moreover gα and g−α
are non–degenerately paired by this form.
Root vectors Xα ∈ gα satisfy the following relations:
[Xα, X−α] = (Xα, X−α)α∨.
Note also that in this paper we denote by N the set of nonnegative integer numbers, N = {0, 1, . . .}.
3. Quantum groups
In this paper we shall consider some specializations of the standard Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum
group Uh(g) deﬁned over the ring of formal power series C[[h]], where h is an indeterminate. We
follow the notation of [2].
Let V be a C[[h]]–module equipped with the h–adic topology. This topology is characterized by
requiring that {hnV | n ≥ 0} is a base of the neighborhoods of 0 in V , and that translations in V
are continuous.
A topological Hopf algebra over C[[h]] is a complete C[[h]]–module equipped with a structure of
C[[h]]–Hopf algebra (see [2], Deﬁnition 4.3.1), the algebraic tensor products entering the axioms of
the Hopf algebra are replaced by their completions in the h–adic topology.
The standard quantum group Uh(g) associated to a complex ﬁnite–dimensional simple Lie algebra
g is a topological Hopf algebra over C[[h]] topologically generated by elements Hi, X
+
i , X
−
i , i =
1, . . . , l, subject to the following deﬁning relations:
[Hi, Hj ] = 0, [Hi, X
±
j ] = ±aijX±j , X+i X−j −X−j X+i = δi,j Ki−K
−1
i
qi−q−1i
,
∑1−aij
r=0 (−1)r
[
1− aij
r
]
qi
(X±i )
1−aij−rX±j (X
±
i )
r = 0, i = j,
where
Ki = e
dihHi , eh = q, qi = q
di = edih,[
m
n
]
q
=
[m]q!
[n]q![n−m]q! , [n]q! = [n]q . . . [1]q, [n]q =
qn − q−n
q − q−1 ,
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with comultiplication deﬁned by
Δh(Hi) = Hi ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hi, Δh(X+i ) = X+i ⊗K−1i + 1⊗X+i , Δh(X−i ) = X−i ⊗ 1 +Ki ⊗X−i ,
antipode deﬁned by
Sh(Hi) = −Hi, Sh(X+i ) = −X+i Ki, Sh(X−i ) = −K−1i X−i ,
and counit deﬁned by
εh(Hi) = εh(X
±
i ) = 0.
We shall also use the weight–type generators
Yi =
l∑
j=1
di(a
−1)ijHj .
Let L±1i = e
±hYi .
Now we shall explicitly describe a linear basis for Uh(g). First following [2] we recall the construc-
tion of root vectors of Uh(g) in terms of a braid group action on Uh(g). Let mij , i = j be equal to
2, 3, 4, 6 if aijaji is equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively. The braid group Bg associated to g has generators
Ti, i = 1, . . . , l, and deﬁning relations
TiTjTiTj . . . = TjTiTjTi . . .
for all i = j, where there are mij T ’s on each side of the equation.
Bg acts by algebra automorphisms of Uh(g) as follows:
Ti(X
+
i ) = −X−i ehdiHi , Ti(X−i ) = −e−hdiHiX+i , Ti(Hj) = Hj − ajiHi,
Ti(X
+
j ) =
−aij∑
r=0
(−1)r−aijq−ri (X+i )(−aij−r)X+j (X+i )(r), i = j,
Ti(X
−
j ) =
−aij∑
r=0
(−1)r−aijqri (X−i )(r)X−j (X−i )(−aij−r), i = j,
where
(X+i )
(r) =
(X+i )
r
[r]qi !
, (X−i )
(r) =
(X−i )
r
[r]qi !
, r ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , l.
Recall that an ordering of a set of positive roots Δ+ is called normal if for any three roots α, β, γ
such that γ = α+ β we have either α < γ < β or β < γ < α.
For any reduced decomposition w0 = si1 . . . siD of the longest element w0 of the Weyl group W
of g the ordering
β1 = αi1 , β2 = si1αi2 , . . . , βD = si1 . . . siD−1αiD
is a normal ordering in Δ+, and there is a one–to–one correspondence between normal orderings of
Δ+ and reduced decompositions of w0 (see [21]).
Fix a reduced decomposition w0 = si1 . . . siD of w0 and deﬁne the corresponding root vectors in
Uh(g) by
(3.1) X±βk = Ti1 . . . Tik−1X
±
ik
.
Note that one can construct root vectors in the Lie algebra g in a similar way. Namely, if X±αi
are simple root vectors of g then one can introduce an action of the braid group Bg by algebra
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automorphisms of g deﬁned on the standard generators as follows:
Ti(X±αi) = −X∓αi , Ti(Hj) = Hj − ajiHi,
Ti(Xαj ) =
1
(−aij)!ad
−aij
Xαi
Xαj , i = j,
Ti(X−αj ) =
(−1)aij
(−aij)! ad
−aij
X−αi
X−αj , i = j.
Now the root vectors X±βk ∈ g±βk of g can be deﬁned by
(3.2) X±βk = Ti1 . . . Tik−1X±αik .
The root vectors X−β satisfy the following relations:
(3.3) X−α X
−
β − q(α,β)X−β X−α =
∑
α<δ1<...<δn<β
C(k1, . . . , kn)(X
−
δ1
)
k1
(X−δ2)
k2
. . . (X−δn)
kn
, α < β,
where C(k1, . . . , kn) ∈ P, and P = C[q, q−1] if g is simply-laced, P = C[q, q−1, 1[2]q ] if g is of type
Bl, Cl or F4, and P = C[q, q−1, 1[2]q , 1[3]q ] if g is of type G2.
Note that by construction
X+β (mod h) = Xβ ∈ gβ ,
X−β (mod h) = X−β ∈ g−β
are root vectors of g.
Uh(g) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, i.e. there exists an invertible element R ∈ Uh(g)⊗Uh(g),
called a universal R–matrix, such that
(3.4) Δopph (a) = RΔh(a)R−1 for all a ∈ Uh(g).
An explicit expression for R may be written by making use of the q–exponential
expq(x) =
∞∑
k=0
q
1
2k(k+1)
xk
[k]q!
in terms of which the element R takes the form (see e.g. [2], Theorem 8.3.9):
(3.5) R =
∏
β
expqβ [(1− q−2β )X−β ⊗X+β ]exp
[
h
l∑
i=1
(Yi ⊗Hi)
]
,
where the product is over all the positive roots of g, and the order of the terms is such that the
α–term appears to the left of the β–term if α < β with respect to the normal ordering of Δ+.
One can calculate the action of the comultiplication on the root vectors X±βk in terms of the
universal R–matrix. For instance for Δh(X
−
βk
) one has (see e.g. [2], Theorem 8.3.7)
(3.6) Δh(X
−
βk
) = R˜<βk(X−βk ⊗ 1 + ehβ
∨ ⊗X−βk)R˜−1<βk ,
where
R˜<βk = R˜β1 . . . R˜βk−1 , R˜βr = expqβr [(1− q−2βr )X+βr ⊗X−βr ].
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4. Realizations of quantum groups associated to Weyl group elements
Some important ingredients that will be used in the proof of the main statement in Section 7 are
certain subalgebras of the quantum group. These subalgebras are deﬁned in terms of realizations of
the algebra Uh(g) associated to Weyl group elements. Following [18] we introduce these realizations
in this section.
Let s be an element of the Weyl group W of the pair (g, h), and h′ the orthogonal complement
in h, with respect to the Killing form, to the subspace of h ﬁxed by the natural action of s on h.
Let h′∗ be the image of h′ in h∗ under the identiﬁcation h∗  h induced by the canonical bilinear
form on g. The restriction of the natural action of s on h∗ to the subspace h′∗ has no ﬁxed points.
Therefore one can deﬁne the Cayley transform 1+s1−sPh′∗ : h
∗ → h′∗ ⊂ h∗ of the restriction of s to h′∗,
where Ph′∗ is the orthogonal projection operator onto h
′∗ in h∗, with respect to the Killing form.
Recall that in the classiﬁcation theory of conjugacy classes in the Weyl group W of the complex
simple Lie algebra g the so-called primitive (or semi–Coxeter in another terminology) elements play
a primary role. According to the results of [1] the element s of the Weyl group of the pair (g, h) is
primitive in the Weyl group W ′ of a regular semisimple Lie subalgebra g′ ⊂ g, rank g′ = dim h′, of
the form
g′ = h′ +
∑
α∈Δ′
gα,
where Δ′ is a root subsystem of the root system Δ of g, gα is the root subspace of g corresponding
to root α.
Moreover, by Theorem C in [1] s can be represented as a product of two involutions,
(4.1) s = s1s2,
where s1 = sγ1 . . . sγn , s
2 = sγn+1 . . . sγl′ , the roots in each of the sets γ1, . . . γn and γn+1 . . . γl′ are
positive and mutually orthogonal, and the roots γ1, . . . γl′ form a linear basis of h
′∗, in particular l′
is the rank of g′. The scalar products
(
1+s
1−sPh′∗γi, γj
)
can be computed as follows.
Lemma 4.1. ([18], Lemma 6.2) Let Ph′∗ be the orthogonal projection operator onto h
′∗ in h∗,
with respect to the Killing form. Then the scalar products
(
1+s
1−sPh′∗γi, γj
)
are of the form:
(4.2)
(
1 + s
1− sPh′∗γi, γj
)
= εij(γi, γj),
where
εij =
⎧⎨⎩
−1 i < j
0 i = j
1 i > j
.
Let γ∗i , i = 1, . . . , l
′ be the basis of h′∗ dual to γi, i = 1, . . . , l′ with respect to the restriction
of the bilinear form (·, ·) to h′∗. Since the numbers (γi, γj) are integer each element γ∗i has the
form γ∗i =
∑l′
j=1mijγj , where mij ∈ Q. Therefore by Lemma 4.1 and using for simple roots αi
the decomposition of the form Ph′∗αi =
∑l′
p=1(αi, γp)γ
∗
p =
∑l′
p,q=1(αi, γp)mpqγg we deduce that the
numbers
qij =
1
dj
(
1 + s
1− sPh′∗αi, αj
)
=(4.3)
=
1
dj
l′∑
k,l,p,q=1
(γk, αi)(γl, αj)
(
1 + s
1− sPh′∗γp, γq
)
mkpmlq, i, j = 1, . . . , l
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are rational as all factors in the products in the sum in the right hand side are rational. Fix a
positive integer d such that qij ∈ 1dZ for any i < j or for any i > j, i, j = 1, . . . , l.
Let n be a non-zero integer number, and let Ush(g) be the topological algebra over C[[h]] topolog-
ically generated by elements ei, fi, Hi, i = 1, . . . l subject to the relations:
[Hi, Hj ] = 0, [Hi, ej ] = aijej , [Hi, fj ] = −aijfj , eifj − qcijfjei = δi,j Ki−K
−1
i
qi−q−1i
,
cij = nd
(
1+s
1−sPh′∗αi, αj
)
, Ki = e
dihHi ,
∑1−aij
r=0 (−1)rqrcij
[
1− aij
r
]
qi
(ei)
1−aij−rej(ei)r = 0, i = j,
∑1−aij
r=0 (−1)rqrcij
[
1− aij
r
]
qi
(fi)
1−aij−rfj(fi)r = 0, i = j.
Note that the matrix cij is skew–symmetric.
Proposition 4.2. ([18], Theorem 4.1) For every solution nij ∈ C, i, j = 1, . . . , l of equations
(4.4) djnij − dinji = cij
there exists an algebra isomorphism ψ{nij} : U
s
h(g) → Uh(g) deﬁned by the formulas:
ψ{nij}(ei) = X
+
i
l∏
p=1
ehnipYp , ψ{nij}(fi) =
l∏
p=1
e−hnipYpX−i , ψ{nij}(Hi) = Hi, i = 1, . . . , l.
The algebra Ush(g) is called the realization of the quantum group Uh(g) corresponding to the
element s ∈ W .
Remark 4.3. Let n′ij ∈ C be a solution of the homogeneous system that corresponds to (4.4),
(4.5) din
′
ji − djn′ij = 0.
Then the map deﬁned by
(4.6)
X+i → X+i
∏l
p=1 e
hn′ipYp ,
X−i →
∏l
p=1 e
−hn′ipYpX−i ,
Hi → Hi
is an automorphism of Uh(g). Therefore for given element s ∈ W the isomorphism ψ{nij} is deﬁned
uniquely up to automorphisms (4.6) of Uh(g).
The realizations Ush(g) of the quantum group Uh(g) are connected with quantizations of some non-
standard bialgebra structures on g. At the quantum level changing bialgebra structure corresponds
to the so–called Drinfeld twist (see [18], Section 4).
Equip Ush(g) with the comultiplication Δs given by
Δs(Hi) = Hi ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hi,
Δs(ei) = ei ⊗ e−hdiHi + ehdind
1+s
1−sPh′Hi ⊗ ei, Δs(fi) = fi ⊗ 1 + e−hdind
1+s
1−sPh′Hi+hdiHi ⊗ fi,
the antipode Ss(x) given by
Ss(ei) = −e−hdind
1+s
1−sPh′Hieie
hdiHi , Ss(fi) = −ehdind
1+s
1−sPh′Hi−hdiHifi, Ss(Hi) = −Hi,
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and counit deﬁned by
εs(Hi) = εs(X
±
i ) = 0.
The comultiplication Δs is obtained from the standard comultiplication by a Drinfeld twist (see
[18], Section 4). Namely, let
(4.7) F = exp(−h
l∑
i,j=1
nij
di
Yi ⊗ Yj) ∈ Uh(h)⊗ Uh(h),
where nij is the solution of the corresponding equation (4.4) used in the deﬁnition of the isomorphism
ψ{nij}. Then
(4.8) Δs(a) = (ψ
−1
{nij} ⊗ ψ
−1
{nij})FΔ(ψ{nij}(a))F−1.
We shall construct analogues of root vectors for Ush(g). It is convenient to introduce an operator
K ∈ End h deﬁned by
(4.9) KHi =
l∑
j=1
nij
di
Yj .
For any solution of equation (4.4) and any normal ordering of the root system Δ+ we deﬁne the
following elements of Ush(g), eβ = ψ
−1
{n}(X
+
β e
hKβ∨), fβ = ψ
−1
{n}(e
−hKβ∨X−β ), β ∈ Δ+.
Ush(g) is a quasitriangular topological Hopf algebra with the universal R–matrix Rs,
(4.10)
Rs =∏β expqβ [(1− q−2β )fβ ⊗ eβe−hnd 1+s1−sPh′β∨ ]×
exp
[
h(
∑l
i=1(Yi ⊗Hi)−
∑l
i=1 nd
1+s
1−sPh′Hi ⊗ Yi)
]
,
where Ph′ is the orthogonal projection operator onto h
′ in h with respect to the Killing form, and the
order of the terms is such that the α–term appears to the left of the β–term if α < β with respect
to the normal ordering of Δ+.
Using formula (3.6) and Proposition 4.3 in [18] one can also ﬁnd that
(4.11) Δs(fβk) = R˜s<βk(e−hnd
1+s
1−sPh′β
∨+hβ∨ ⊗ fβk + fβk ⊗ 1)(R˜s<βk)−1,
where
R˜s<βk = R˜sβ1 . . . R˜sβk−1 , R˜sβr = expqβr [(1− q−2βr )eβre−hnd
1+s
1−sPh′β
∨ ⊗ fβr ],
and
(R˜s<βk)−1 = (R˜sβk−1)−1 . . . (R˜sβ1)−1, (R˜sβr )−1 = expq−1βr [(1− q
2
βr )eβre
−hnd 1+s1−sPh′β∨ ⊗ fβr ].
We shall actually need not the algebras Uh(g) and U
s
h(g) themselves but some their specializations
deﬁned over certain rings and over the ﬁeld of complex numbers. They are similar to the non-
restricted integral form and to its specialization for the standard quantum group Uh(g). The results
below are slight modiﬁcations of similar statements for Uh(g), and we refer to [2], Ch. 9 for the
proofs.
Note that by the choice of d we have qcij ∈ C[q, q−1]. Let A = C[q, q−1] if g is simply-laced,
A = C[q, q−1, 1[2]q ] if g is of type Bl, Cl or F4, and A = C[q, q−1, 1[2]q , 1[3]q ] if g is of type G2.
Let UsA(g) be the A-subalgebra of Ush(g) generated by the elements ei, fi, L±1i , Ki−K
−1
i
qi−q−1i
, i =
1, . . . , l and UA(g) the A-subalgebra of Uh(g) generated by the elements X±i , L±1i , Ki−K
−1
i
qi−q−1i
, i =
1, . . . , l.
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Remark 4.4. Note that the general solution of equation (4.4) is given by
(4.12) nij =
1
2dj
(cij + sij),
where sij = sji. If qij ∈ 1dZ for any i < j, we put
sij =
⎧⎨⎩
cij i < j
0 i = j
−cij i > j
.
Then
nij =
⎧⎨⎩
1
dj
cij i < j
0 i = j
0 i > j
.
By the choice of d we have cij ∈ djnZ, and hence nij ∈ nZ for i, j = 1, . . . , l. A similar consideration
shows that if qij ∈ 1dZ for any i > j then there exists a solution nij ∈ nZ for i, j = 1, . . . , l.
Since there is a solution nij ∈ nZ for i, j = 1, . . . , l to equation (4.4) the map ψ{nij} associated
to this solution in Proposition 4.2 induces an isomorphism of algebras ψ{nij} : U
s
A(g) → UA(g).
All algebras introduced above are Hopf algebras with comultiplications induced from Ush(g) or
Uh(g). The algebra U
s
A(g) acts on itself by the left and the right adjoint representations,
(4.13) Ad′x(y) = x1ySs(x2), Adx(y) = Ss(x1)yx2,
where we use the Swedler notation for the comultiplication, Δs(x) = x1 ⊗ x2.
Denote by UA(n+), UA(n−) the subalgebras of UA(g) generated by the X+i and by the X
−
i ,
respectively. For any α ∈ Δ+ and the quantum root vectors X±α constructed with the help of any
normal ordering in Δ+ one has X
±
α ∈ UA(n±).
Let UsA(n+), U
s
A(n−) be the subalgebras of U
s
A(g) generated by the ei and by the fi, i = 1, . . . , l,
respectively.
From the deﬁnition of the quantum root vectors X±β and from the commutation relations between
the generators X±i and L
±1
j , i, j = 1, . . . l it follows that for the solution of equation (4.4) introduced
in Remark 4.4 and any normal ordering of the root system Δ+ the elements eβ = ψ
−1
{nij}(X
+
β e
hKβ∨)
and fβ = ψ
−1
{nij}(e
−hKβ∨X−β ), β ∈ Δ+ lie in the subalgebras UsA(n+) and UsA(n−), respectively.
The most important for us are the specializations Uε(g) and U
s
ε (g) of UA(g) and U
s
A(g), Uε(g) =
UA(g)/(q − ε)UA(g) Usε (g) = UsA(g)/(q − ε)UsA(g), where ε ∈ C∗, ε2di = 1, i = 1, . . . , l and ε4 = 1 if
g is of type G2.
Note that all specializations introduced above are invariant under the action of the braid group
Bg.
Denote by Uε(n+), Uε(n−) and Uε(h) the subalgebras of Uε(g) generated by the X+i , by the X
−
i ,
and by the L±1i , respectively.
Fix a normal ordering in Δ+ and let X
±
α be the corresponding quantum root vectors Deﬁne for
r = (r1, . . . , rD) ∈ ND,
(X+)r = (X+β1)
r1 . . . (X+βD )
rD ,
(X−)r = (X−βD )
rD . . . (X−β1)
r1 ,
and for s = (s1, . . . sl) ∈ Zl,
Ls = Ls11 . . . L
sl
l .
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Proposition 4.5. ([2], Proposition 9.2.2) The algebra Uε(g) is generated over C by L
±1
i , X
±
i , i =
1, . . . , l.
The elements (X+)r, (X−)t and Ls, for r, t ∈ ND, s ∈ Zl, form linear bases of Uε(n+), Uε(n−)
and Uε(h), respectively, and the products (X
+)rLs(X−)t form a basis of Uε(g). In particular, mul-
tiplication deﬁnes an isomorphism of vector spaces:
Uε(n−)⊗ Uε(h)⊗ Uε(n+) → Uε(g).
The root vectors X−β satisfy the following relations in Uε(g):
(4.14) X−α X
−
β − ε(α,β)X−β X−α =
∑
α<δ1<...<δn<β
C(k1, . . . , kn)(X
−
δn
)
kn
(X−δn−1)
kn−1
. . . (X−δ1)
k1
,
where α < β, the sum is taken over tuples of roots δ1, . . . , δn such that α < δ1 < . . . < δn < β, and
over ki ∈ N, C(k1, . . . , kn) ∈ C, and for each term in the right hand side
∑n
i=1 kiδi = α+ β.
Now we shall study the algebraic structure of Usε (g). Denote by U
s
ε (n±) the subalgebra in U
s
ε (g)
generated by ei (fi), i = 1, . . . l. Let U
s
ε (h) be the subalgebra in U
s
ε (g) generated by L
±1
i , i = 1, . . . , l.
We shall construct a Poincare´–Birkhoﬀ-Witt basis for Usε (g).
Proposition 4.6. (i) For any normal ordering of the root system Δ+ and for any integer val-
ued solution of equation (4.4) the elements eβ and fβ lie in the subalgebras U
s
ε (n+) and U
s
ε (n−),
respectively. The elements fβ , β ∈ Δ+ satisfy the following commutation relations
(4.15) fαfβ − ε(α,β)+nd(
1+s
1−sPh′∗α,β)fβfα =
∑
α<δ1<...<δn<β
C ′(k1, . . . , kn)fknδn f
kn−1
δn−1 . . . f
k1
δ1
, α < β,
where C ′(k1, . . . , kn) ∈ C.
(ii) Moreover, the elements (e)r = (eβ1)
r1 . . . (eβD )
rD , (f)t = (fβD )
tD . . . (fβ1)
t1 and Ls =
Ls11 . . . L
sl
l for r, t ∈ ND, s ∈ Zl form bases of Usε (n+), Usε (n−) and Usε (h), and the products
(f)tLs(e)r form a basis of Usε (g). In particular, multiplication deﬁnes an isomorphism of vector
spaces,
Usε (n−)⊗ Usε (h)⊗ Usε (n+) → Usε (g).
The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.2 in [18].
5. Nilpotent subalgebras and quantum groups
In this section we deﬁne the subalgebras of Uε(g) which resemble nilpotent subalgebras in g and
possess non–trivial characters. We start by recalling the deﬁnition of certain normal orderings of
root systems associated to Weyl group elements (see [18], Section 5 for more details). The deﬁnition
of subalgebras of Uε(g) having non–trivial characters will be given in terms of root vectors associated
to such normal orderings.
Proposition 5.1. ([18], Proposition 5.1) Let s ∈ W be an element of the Weyl group W of the
pair (g, h), Δ the root system of the pair (g, h) Then there is a system of positive roots Δs+ such that
decomposition (4.1) is reduced in the sense that l(s) = l(s2)+l(s1), where l(·) is the length function in
W with respect to the system of simple roots in Δs+, and Δ
s
s = Δ
s
s2
⋃
s2(Δss1), Δ
s
s−1 = Δ
s
s1
⋃
s1(Δss2)
(disjoint unions), Δss1,2 = {α ∈ Δs+ : s1,2α ∈ −Δs+}, Δss = {α ∈ Δs+ : sα ∈ −Δs+}. Here s1, s2 are
the involutions entering decomposition (4.1), s1 = sγ1 . . . sγn , s
2 = sγn+1 . . . sγl′ , the roots in each of
the sets γ1, . . . , γn and γn+1, . . . , γl′ are positive and mutually orthogonal.
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Moreover, there is a normal ordering of the root system Δs+ of the following form
β11 , . . . , β
1
t , β
1
t+1, . . . , β
1
t+ p−n2
, γ1, β
1
t+ p−n2 +2
, . . . , β1
t+ p−n2 +n1
, γ2,
β1
t+ p−n2 +n1+2
. . . , β1
t+ p−n2 +n2
, γ3, . . . , γn, β
1
t+p+1, . . . , β
1
l(s1), . . . ,(5.1)
β21 , . . . , β
2
q , γn+1, β
2
q+2, . . . , β
2
q+m1 , γn+2, β
2
q+m1+2, . . . , β
2
q+m2 , γn+3, . . . ,
γl′ , β
2
q+ml(s2)+1
, . . . , β22q+2ml(s2)−(l′−n), β
2
2q+2ml(s2)−(l′−n)+1, . . . , β
2
l(s2),
β01 , . . . , β
0
D0 ,
where
{β11 , . . . , β1t , β1t+1, . . . , β1t+ p−n2 , γ1, β
1
t+ p−n2 +2
, . . . , β1
t+ p−n2 +n1
, γ2,
β1
t+ p−n2 +n1+2
. . . , β1
t+ p−n2 +n2
, γ3, . . . , γn, β
1
t+p+1, . . . , β
1
l(s1)} = Δss1 ,
{β1t+1, . . . , β1t+ p−n2 , γ1, β
1
t+ p−n2 +2
, . . . , β1
t+ p−n2 +n1
, γ2,
β1
t+ p−n2 +n1+2
. . . , β1
t+ p−n2 +n2
, γ3, . . . , γn} = {α ∈ Δs+|s1(α) = −α} = Δss1=−1,
{β21 , . . . , β2q , γn+1, β2q+2, . . . , β2q+m1 , γn+2, β2q+m1+2, . . . , β2q+m2 , γn+3, . . . ,
γl′ , β
2
q+ml(s2)+1
, . . . , β22q+2ml(s2)−(l′−n), β
2
2q+2ml(s2)−(l′−n)+1, . . . , β
2
l(s2)} = Δss2 ,
{γn+1, β2q+2, . . . , β2q+m1 , γn+2, β2q+m1+2, . . . , β2q+m2 , γn+3, . . . ,
γl′ , β
2
q+ml(s2)+1
, . . . , β22q+2ml(s2)−(l′−n)} = {α ∈ Δ
s
+|s2(α) = −α} = Δss2=−1,
{β01 , . . . , β0D0} = {α ∈ Δs+|s(α) = α}.
The length of the ordered segment Δm+ ⊂ Δ in normal ordering (5.1),
Δm+ = γ1, β
1
t+ p−n2 +2
, . . . , β1
t+ p−n2 +n1
, γ2, β
1
t+ p−n2 +n1+2
. . . , β1
t+ p−n2 +n2
,
γ3, . . . , γn, β
1
t+p+1, . . . , β
1
l(s1), . . . , β
2
1 , . . . , β
2
q ,(5.2)
γn+1, β
2
q+2, . . . , β
2
q+m1 , γn+2, β
2
q+m1+2, . . . , β
2
q+m2 , γn+3, . . . , γl′ ,
is equal to
(5.3) D − ( l(s)− l
′
2
+D0),
where D is the number of roots in Δs+, l(s) is the length of s and D0 is the number of positive roots
ﬁxed by the action of s.
For any two roots α, β ∈ Δm+ such that α < β the sum α + β cannot be represented as a linear
combination
∑q
k=1 ckγik , where ck ∈ N and α < γi1 < . . . < γik < β.
Remark 5.2. In case when s = s1 is an involution the last root in the segment Δm+ is the root
preceding β01 in normal ordering (5.1).
We shall also need another system of positive roots associated to (the conjugacy class of) the
Weyl group element s. In order to deﬁne it we need to recall the deﬁnition of a circular normal
ordering of the root system Δ.
Let β1, β2, . . . , βD be a normal ordering of a positive root system. Then following [12] one can
introduce the corresponding circular normal ordering of the root system Δ where the roots in Δ are
located on a circle in the following way
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β1
β2





βD
−β1
−β2





-βD


Circular normal ordering of a root system.
Let α, β ∈ Δ. One says that the segment [α, β] of the circle is minimal if it does not contain
the opposite roots −α and −β and the root β follows after α on the circle above, the circle being
oriented clockwise. In that case one also says that α < β in the sense of the circular normal ordering,
(5.4) α < β ⇔ the segment [α, β] of the circle is minimal.
Later we shall need the following property of minimal segments which is a direct consequence of
Proposition 3.3 in [11].
Lemma 5.3. Let [α, β] be a minimal segment in a circular normal ordering of a root system Δ.
Then if α+ β is a root we have
α < α+ β < β.
Note that any segment in a circular normal ordering of Δ of length equal to the number of positive
roots is a system of positive roots.
Now consider the circular normal ordering of Δ corresponding to the system of positive roots Δs+
and to its normal ordering introduced in Proposition 5.1. The segment which consists of the roots
α satisfying γ1 ≤ α < −γ1 is a system of positive roots in Δ as its length is equal to the number of
positive roots and it is closed under addition of roots by Lemma 5.3.
The system of positive roots Δ+ introduced this way and equipped with the normal ordering
induced by the circular normal ordering is called the normally ordered system of positive roots
associated to the (conjugacy class of) the Weyl group element s ∈ W .
The linear subspace of g generated by the root vectors Xα (X−α), α ∈ Δm+ is in fact a Lie
subalgebra m+ ⊂ g (m− ⊂ g). Let b+ be the Borel subalgebra associated to Δ+ and b− is the
opposite Borel subalgebra. Denote by n± the nilradicals of b±. Let H,N+, N−, B+, B− be the
Cartan subgroup, the maximal unipotent subgroups and the Borel subgroups of G which correspond
to the Lie subalgebras h, n+, n−, b+ and b−, respectively. Note that by deﬁnition Δm+ ⊂ Δ+, and
hence m± ⊂ n±.
Now we can deﬁne the subalgebras of Uε(g) which resemble nilpotent subalgebras in g and possess
non–trivial characters.
Theorem 5.4. Let s ∈ W be an element of the Weyl group W of the pair (g, h), Δ the root system
of the pair (g, h). Fix a decomposition (4.1) of s and let Δ+ be a system of positive roots associated
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to s. Assume that ε2di = 1, ε4 = 1 if g is of type G2 and that εnd−1 = 1, where d and n are
introduced in Section 4. Let Usε (g) be the realization of the quantum group Uε(g) associated to s. Let
fβ ∈ Usε (n−), β ∈ Δ+ be the root vectors associated to the corresponding normal ordering of Δ+.
Then elements fβ ∈ Usε (n−), β ∈ Δm+ , where Δm+ ⊂ Δ is ordered segment (5.2), generate a
subalgebra Usε (m−) ⊂ Usε (g). The elements fr = frDβD . . . fr1β1 , ri ∈ N, i = 1, . . . D and ri can be
strictly positive only if βi ∈ Δm+ , form a linear basis of Usε (m−).
Moreover the map χs : Usε (m−) → C deﬁned on generators by
(5.5) χs(fβ) =
{
0 β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}
ci β = γi, ci ∈ C
is a character of Usε (m−).
Proof. The ﬁrst statement of the theorem follows straightforwardly from commutation relations
(4.15) and Proposition 4.6.
In order to prove that the map χs : Usε (m−) → C deﬁned by (5.5) is a character of Usε (m−)
we show that all relations (4.15) for fα, fβ with α, β ∈ Δm+ , which are deﬁning relations in the
subalgebra Usε (m−) by part (ii) of Proposition 4.6, belong to the kernel of χ
s. By deﬁnition the only
generators of Usε (m−) on which χ
s may not vanish are fγi , i = 1, . . . , l
′. By the last statement in
Proposition 5.1 for any two roots α, β ∈ Δm+ such that α < β the sum α+β can not be represented
as a linear combination
∑q
k=1 ckγik , where ck ∈ N and α < γi1 < . . . < γik < β. Hence for any
two roots α, β ∈ Δm+ such that α < β the value of the map χs on the r.h.s. of the corresponding
commutation relation (4.15) is equal to zero.
Therefore it suﬃces to prove that
χs(fγifγj − ε(γi,γj)+nd(
1+s
1−sPh′∗γi,γj)fγjfγj ) = cicj(1− ε(γi,γj)+nd(
1+s
1−sPh′∗γi,γj)) = 0, i < j.
Since εnd−1 = 1 and ( 1+s1−sPh′∗γi, γj) are integer numbers for any i, j = 1, . . . , l
′, the last identity
always holds provided (γi, γj)+ (
1+s
1−sP
∗
h′γi, γj) = 0 for i < j. As we saw in Lemma 4.1 this is indeed
the case. This completes the proof. 
6. Quantum groups at roots of unity
Let m be a an odd positive integer number, and m > di is coprime to all di for all i, ε a primitive
m-th root of unity. In this section, following [2], Section 9.2, we recall some results on the structure
of the algebra Uε(g). We keep the notation introduced in Section 2.
Let Zε be the center of Uε(g).
Proposition 6.1. ([3], Corollary 3.3, [5], Theorems 3.5, 7.6 and Proposition 4.5) Fix
the normal ordering in the positive root system Δ+ corresponding a reduced decomposition w0 =
si1 . . . siD of the longest element w0 of the Weyl group W of g and let X
±
α be the corresponding
root vectors in Uε(g), and Xα the corresponding root vectors in g. Let x
−
α = (εα − ε−1α )m(X−α )m,
x+α = (εα − ε−1α )mT0(X−α )m, where T0 = Ti1 . . . TiD , α ∈ Δ+ and li = Lmi , i = 1, . . . , l be elements
of Uε(g).
Then the following statements are true.
(i) The elements x±α , α ∈ Δ+, li, i = 1, . . . , l lie in Zε.
(ii) Let Z0 (Z
±
0 and Z
0
0) be the subalgebras of Zε generated by the x
±
α and the l
±1
i (respectively by
the x±α and by the l
±1
i ). Then Z
±
0 ⊂ Uε(n±), Z00 ⊂ Uε(h), Z±0 is the polynomial algebra with gener-
ators x±α , Z
0
0 is the algebra of Laurent polynomials in the li, Z
±
0 = Uε(n±)
⋂
Z0, and multiplication
deﬁnes an isomorphism of algebras
Z−0 ⊗ Z00 ⊗ Z+0 → Z0.
The subalgebra Z0 is independent of the choice of the reduced decomposition w0 = si1 . . . siD .
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(iii) Uε(g) is a free Z0–module with basis the set of monomials (X
+)rLs(X−)t in the statement
of Proposition 4.5 for which 0 ≤ rk, tk, si < m for i = 1, . . . , l, k = 1, . . . , D.
(iv) Spec(Z0) = C
2D × (C∗)l is a complex aﬃne space of dimension equal to dim g.
(v) The subalgebra Z0 is preserved by the action of the braid group automorphisms Ti.
(vi) Let G be the connected simply connected Lie group corresponding to the Lie algebra g and G∗0
the solvable algebraic subgroup in G×G which consists of elements of the form (L+, L−) ∈ G×G,
(L+, L−) = (t, t−1)(n+, n−), n± ∈ N±, t ∈ H.
Then Spec(Z00 ) can be naturally identiﬁed with the maximal torus H in G, and the map
π˜ : Spec(Z0) = Spec(Z
+
0 )× Spec(Z00 )× Spec(Z−0 ) → G∗0,
π˜(u+, t, u−) = (tX+(u+), t−1X−(u−)−1), u± ∈ Spec(Z±0 ), t ∈ Spec(Z00 ),
X± : Spec(Z±0 ) → N±,
X− = exp(x−βDX−βD ) exp(x
−
βD−1X−βD−1) . . . exp(x
−
β1
X−β1),
X+ = exp(x+βDT0(X−βD )) exp(x
+
βD−1T0(X−βD−1)) . . . exp(x
+
β1
T0(X−β1)),
where x±βi should be regarded as complex-valued functions on Spec(Z0), is an isomorphism of varieties
independent of the choice of reduced decomposition of w0.
From parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 6.1 we immediately deduce similar properties for the
algebra Usε (g).
Proposition 6.2. (i) The subalgebra ψ−1{nij}(Z0) ⊂ Usε (g) is the tensor product of the polynomial
algebra with generators emα , f
m
α , α ∈ Δ+ and of the algebra of Laurent polynomials in li, i = 1, . . . , l.
(ii) Usε (g) is a free ψ
−1
{nij}(Z0)–module with basis the set of monomials (f)
rLs(e)t for which 0 ≤
rk, tk, si < m for i = 1, . . . , l, k = 1, . . . , D.
Remark 6.3. In fact Spec(Z0) carries a natural structure of a Poisson–Lie group, and the map π˜
is an isomorphism of algebraic Poisson–Lie groups if G∗0 is regarded as the dual Poisson–Lie group
to the Poisson–Lie group G equipped with the standard Sklyanin bracket (see [5], Theorem 7.6). We
shall not need this fact in this paper.
Let K : Spec(Z00 ) → H be the map deﬁned by K(h) = h2, h ∈ H.
Proposition 6.4. ([5], Corollary 4.7) Let G0 = N−HN+ be the big cell in G. Then the map
π = X−KX+ : Spec(Z0) → G0
is independent of the choice of reduced decomposition of w0, and is an unramiﬁed covering of degree
2l.
Denote by λ0 : G
∗
0 → G0 the map deﬁned by λ0(L+, L−) = L−1− L+. Then obviously π = λ0 ◦ π˜.
Deﬁne derivations x±i of UA(g) by
(6.1) x+i (u) =
[
(X+i )
m
[m]qi !
, u
]
, x−i (u) = T0x
+
i T
−1
0 (u), i = 1, . . . , l, u ∈ UA(g).
Let Ẑ0 be the algebra of formal power series in the x
±
α , α ∈ Δ+, and the l±1i , i = 1, . . . , l, which
deﬁne holomorphic functions on Spec(Z0) = C
2D × (C∗)l. Let
Ûε(g) = Uε(g)⊗Z0 Ẑ0, Ẑε = Zε ⊗Z0 Ẑ0.
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Proposition 6.5. ([3], Propositions 3.4, 3.5, [5], Proposition 6.1, Theorem 6.6)
(i)On specializing to q = ε, (6.1) induces a well–deﬁned derivation x±i of Uε(g).
(ii)The series
exp(tx±i ) =
∞∑
k=0
tk
k!
(x±i )
k
converge for all t ∈ C to a well–deﬁned automorphism of the algebra Ûε(g).
(iii)Let G be the group of automorphisms generated by the one–parameter groups exp(tx±i ), i =
1, . . . , l. The action of G on Ûε(g) preserves the subalgebras Ẑε and Ẑ0, and hence G acts by holo-
morphic automorphisms on the complex algebraic varieties Spec(Zε) and Spec(Z0).
(iv)Let O be a conjugacy class in G. The intersection O0 = O⋂G0 is a smooth connected variety,
and the variety π−1(O0) is a G–orbit in Spec(Z0).
(v)If P is a G–orbit in Spec(Z0) then the connected components of τ−1(P) are G–orbits in
Spec(Zε).
Given a homomorphism η : Z0 → C, let
Uη(g) = Uε(g)/Iη,
where Iη is the ideal in Uε(g) generated by elements z − η(z), z ∈ Z0. By part (iii) of Proposition
6.1 Uη(g) is an algebra of dimension m
dim g with linear basis the set of monomials (X+)rLs(X−)t
for which 0 ≤ rk, tk, si < m for i = 1, . . . , l, k = 1, . . . , D.
If g˜ ∈ G then for any η ∈ Spec(Z0) we have g˜η ∈ Spec(Z0) by part (iii) of Proposition 6.5, and
by part (ii) of the same proposition g˜ induces an isomorphism of algebras,
g˜ : Uη(g) → Ug˜η(g).
7. Whittaker vectors
In this section we introduce the notion of Whittaker vectors for modules over quantum groups
at roots of unity and prove an analogue of the Engel theorem for them. We start by studying some
properties of quantum groups at roots of unity.
From now on we ﬁx an element s ∈ W . Let Δ+ be a system of positive roots associated to s−1.
We also ﬁx positive integer d such that pij ∈ 1dZ for any i < j (or i > j), i, j = 1, . . . , l, where the
numbers pij are deﬁned by formula (4.3). We shall always assume that m > di is odd and coprime
to all di, i = 1, . . . , l and that d and m are coprime. The last condition is equivalent to the existence
of an integer n such that εnd−1 = 1. We ﬁx an integer valued solution nij to equations (4.4) and
identify the algebra Us
−1
ε (g) associated to the Weyl group element s
−1 with Uε(g) using Theorem
4.2 and the solution −nij to equations (4.4). Using this identiﬁcation Us−1ε (m−) can be regarded as
a subalgebra in Uε(g). Therefore for every character η : Z0 → C one can deﬁne the corresponding
subalgebra in Uη(g). We denote this subalgebra by Uη(m−). By part (iv) of Proposition 6.2 we have
dim Uη(m−) = mdim m−
First we study some properties of the ﬁnite dimensional algebras Uη(g) and Uη(m−). In order to
deﬁne Whittaker vectors for quantum groups at roots of unity we shall need some auxiliary notions
that we are going to discuss now.
Below we use the normal ordering of Δ+ associated to s
−1. Observe that by Proposition 5.1
for any two roots α, β ∈ Δm+ such that α < β the sum α + β can not be represented as a linear
combination
∑q
k=1 ckγik , where ck ∈ N and α < γi1 < . . . < γik < β, and hence from commutation
relations (4.15) one can deduce that
(7.2) fαfβ − ε(α,β)−nd(
1+s
1−sPh′∗α,β)fβfα =
∑
α<δ1<...<δn<β
C ′(k1, . . . , kn)fknδn f
kn−1
δn−1 . . . f
k1
δ1
∈ J ,
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where at least one of the roots δi in the right hand side of the last formula belongs to Θ = {α ∈ Δm+ :
α ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}}, J is the ideal in Uη(m−) generated by the elements fβ ∈ Uη(m−), β ∈ Θ. Thus
from part (ii) of Proposition 6.2 and commutation relations (7.2) it follows that if δ1 < δ2 < . . . < δb
are the roots in the segment Δm+ , the elements
(7.3) xk1,...,kb = f
kb
δb
f
kb−1
δb−1 . . . f
k1
δ1
for ki ∈ N, ki < m form a linear basis of Uη(m−), and elements (7.3) for ki ∈ N, ki < m and ki > 0
for at least one δi ∈ Θ form a linear basis of J .
Lemma 7.6. Let η be an element of Spec(Z0). Assume that η(f
m
γi ) = ai = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l′and
that and η(fmβ ) = 0 for β ∈ Δm+ , β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}, and hence fmγi = η(fmγi ) = ai = 0 in Uη(m−)
for i = 1, . . . , l′ and fmβ = 0 in Uη(m−) for β ∈ Δm+ , β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}. Then the ideal J is the
Jacobson radical of Uη(m−) and Uη(m−)/J is isomorphic to the truncated polynomial algebra
C[fγ1 , . . . , fγl′ ]/{fmγi = ai}i=1,...,l′
.
Proof. First we show that J is nilpotent.
Let i be the largest number such that kj = 0 for j > i in (7.3) and ki = 0. Then we deﬁne the
degree of xk1,...,kb by
deg(xk1,...,kb) = (ki, i) ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1} × {1, . . . , b}.
Equip {1, . . . ,m − 1} × {1, . . . , b} with the order such that (k, i) < (k′, j) if j > i or j = i and
k′ > k.
For any given (k, i) ∈ {1, . . . ,m − 1} × {1, . . . , b} denote by (Uη(m−))(k,i) the linear span of the
elements xk1,...,kb with deg(xk1,...,kb) ≤ (k, i) and deﬁne J(k,i) = J
⋂
(Uη(m−))(k,i). We also have
(Uη(m−))(k,i) ⊂ (Uη(m−))(k′,j) and J(k,i) ⊂ J(k′,j) if (k, i) < (k′, j), and J(m−1,b) = J . Note that
for the ﬁrst few i linear spaces J(k,i) may be trivial, and these are all possibilities when those spaces
can be trivial.
We shall prove that J is nilpotent by induction over the order in {1, . . . ,m− 1}×{1, . . . , b}. Let
(k, i) be minimal possible such that J(k,i) is not trivial. Then we must have k = 1. If y ∈ J(1,i) then
y must be of the form
(7.4) y = fβv,
where v is a linear combination of elements of the form fk1δi1
. . . fkrδir
for δi1 , . . . , δir ∈ {γn+1, . . . , γl′},
β > δi1 , and β is the ﬁrst root from the set Θ greater than γl′ in the normal ordering of Δ+ associated
to s−1. Here it is assumed that fk1δ1 . . . f
kr
δr
= 1 if the set {γn+1, . . . , γl′} is empty.
Now equation (7.2) implies that for any fδij which appears in the expression for v one has
(7.5) fβfδij − ε
(β,δij )−nd( 1+s1−sPh′∗β,δij )fδij fβ ∈ J(m−1,i−1) = 0
as by our choice of i J(m−1,i−1) = 0.
Formula (7.5) implies that the product of m elements of type (7.4) can be represented in the form
fmβ v
′,
where v′ is of the same form as v. Since fmβ = 0 we deduce that Jm(1,i) = 0.
Now assume that JK(k,i) = 0 for some K > 0. Let (k′, i′) be the smallest element of {1, . . . ,m −
1} × {1, . . . , b} which satisﬁes (k, i) < (k′, i′). Then by Propositions 4.6 and 6.2, and by (7.2), any
element of J(k′,i′) is of the form fδi′u+ u′, where u′ ∈ J(k,i) and if δi′ ∈ Θ then u ∈ (Uη(m−))(k,i);
if δi′ ∈ Θ then u ∈ J(k,i).
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Now equation (7.2) together with (4.15) imply that for any u ∈ (Uη(m−))(k,i) one has
(7.6) ufδi′ = cfδi′u+ w,
where c is a non–zero constant depending on u, and w ∈ J(k,i). By formula (7.6) the product of m
elements fδi′up + u
′
p, p = 1, . . . ,m of the type described above can be represented in the form
(7.7)
m∑
j=0
f jδi′ cj ,
where cj ∈ J(k,i) for j = 0, . . . ,m − 1 and if δi′ ∈ Θ then cm ∈ (Uη(m−))(k,i); if δi′ ∈ Θ then
cm ∈ J(k,i). In the former case fmδi′ = 0, and the last term in sum (7.7) is zero; in the latter case
fmδi′ = η(f
m
δi′
) = 0, and the last term in sum (7.7) is from J(k,i). So we can combine it with the term
corresponding to j = 0. In both cases sum (7.7) takes the form
(7.8)
m−1∑
j=0
f jδi′ c
′
j ,
where c′j ∈ J(k,i). By (7.6) the product of K sums of type (7.8) is of the form
(m−1)K∑
j=0
f jδi′ c
′′
j ,
where each c′′j is a linear combination of elements from JK(k,i). By our assumption JK(k,i) = 0, and
hence the product of any mK elements of J(k′,i′) is zero. This justiﬁes the induction step and proves
that J(m−1,b) = J is nilpotent. Hence J is contained in the Jacobson radical of Uη(m−).
Using commutation relations (4.15) we also have (see the proof of Theorem 5.4)
fγifγj − fγjfγi ∈ J .
Therefore the quotient algebra Uη(m−)/J is isomorphic to the truncated polynomial algebra
C[fγ1 , . . . , fγl′ ]/{fmγi = ai}i=1,...,l′
which is semisimple. Therefore J coincides with the Jacobson radical of Uη(m−). 
In Theorem 5.4 we constructed some characters of the algebra Usε (m−). Similarly one can deﬁne
characters of the algebra Us
−1
ε (m−). Now we show that the algebra Uη(m−) has a ﬁnite number of
irreducible representations which are one–dimensional, and all those representations can be obtained
from each other by twisting with the help of automorphisms of Uη(m−).
Proposition 7.7. Let η be an element of Spec(Z0). Assume that η(f
m
γi ) = ai = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l′and
that and η(fmβ ) = 0 for β ∈ Δm+ , β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}, and hence fmγi = η(fmγi ) = ai = 0 in Uη(m−) for
i = 1, . . . , l′ and fmβ = 0 in Uη(m−) for β ∈ Δm+ , β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}. Then all non–zero irreducible
representations of the algebra Uη(m−) are one–dimensional and have the form
(7.9) χ(fβ) =
{
0 β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}
ci β = γi, i = 1, . . . , l
′ ,
where complex numbers ci satisfy the conditions c
m
i = ai, i = 1, . . . , l
′. Moreover, all non–zero
irreducible representations of Uη(m−) can be obtained from each other by twisting with the help of
automorphisms of Uη(m−).
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Proof. Let V be a non–zero ﬁnite–dimensional irreducible Uη(m−)–module. By Corollary 54.13
in [7] elements of the ideal J ⊂ Uη(m−) act by zero transformations on V . Hence V is in fact an
irreducible representation of the algebra Uη(m−)/J which is isomorphic to the truncated polynomial
algebra
C[fγ1 , . . . , fγl′ ]/{fmγi = ai}i=1,...,l′ .
The last algebra is commutative and all its complex irreducible representations are one–dimensional.
Therefore V is one–dimensional, and if v is a nonzero element of V then fγiv = civ, for some ci ∈ C,
i = 1, . . . , l′. Note that η(fmγi ) = ai = 0, i = 1, . . . , l′ and hence cmi = ai = 0, i = 1, . . . , l′. In
particular, the elements fγi act on V by semisimple automorphisms.
If we denote by χ : Uη(m−) → C the character of Uη(m−) such that
χ(fβ) =
{
0 β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}
ci β = γi, i = 1, . . . , l
′
and by Cχ the corresponding one–dimensional representation of Uη(m−) then we have V = Cχ.
Now we have to prove that the representations Cχ for diﬀerent characters χ are obtained from
each other by twisting with the help of automorphisms of Uη(m−).
Since cmi = ai, i = 1, . . . , l
′ there are only ﬁnitely many possible characters χ corresponding to
the given η in the statement of this proposition. If χ and χ′ are two such characters, χ(fγi) = ci,
i = 1, . . . , l′ and χ′(fγi) = c
′
i, i = 1, . . . , l
′ then the relations cmi = c
′
i
m
= ai, i = 1, . . . , l
′ imply that
c′i = ε
mici, 0 ≤ mi ≤ m− 1, mi ∈ Z, i = 1, . . . , l′.
Now observe that for any h ∈ h the map deﬁned by fα → εα(h)fα, α ∈ Δm+ is an automorphism
of the algebra Us
−1
ε (m−) generated by elements fα, α ∈ Δm+ with deﬁning relations (4.15). Here
the principal branch of the analytic function εz is used to deﬁne εα(h), so that εα(h)εβ(h) = ε(α+β)(h)
for any α, β ∈ Δm+ . If in addition εmγi(h) = 1, i = 1, . . . , l′ the above deﬁned map gives rise to
an automorphism ς of Uη(m−). Indeed in that case (εγi(h)fγi)
m = fmγi , i = 1, . . . , l
′ and all the
remaining deﬁning relations fmγi = η(f
m
γi ) = ai = 0, i = 1, . . . , l′, fmβ = η(fmβ ) = 0, β ∈ Δm+ ,
β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′} of the algebra Uη(m−) are preserved by the action of the above deﬁned map ς.
Now ﬁx h ∈ h such that γi(h) = mi, i = 1, . . . , l′. Obviously we have εmmi = 1, i = 1, . . . , l′. We
claim that the representation Cχ twisted by the corresponding automorphism ς coincides with Cχ′ .
Indeed, we obtain
χ(ςfγi) = χ(ε
mifγi) = ε
mici = c
′
i, i = 1, . . . , l
′.
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Let V be a Uη(g)–module, where η is an element of Spec(Z0) such that η(f
m
γi ) = ai = 0 for
i = 1, . . . , l′and that and η(fmβ ) = 0 for β ∈ Δm+ , β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}. Let χ : Uη(m−) → C be a
character deﬁned in the Proposition 7.7, Cχ the corresponding one–dimensional Uη(m−)–module.
Then the space Vχ = HomUη(m−)(Cχ, V ) is called the space of Whittaker vectors of V . Elements of
Vχ are called Whittaker vectors.
Now we describe the space of Whittaker vectors in terms of a nilpotent action of the unital
subalgebra Uη0(m−) generated by fα, α ∈ Δm+ in the small quantum group Uη0(g) = Us
−1
ε (g)/Iη0
corresponding to the trivial central character η0 such that π˜(η0) = 1 ∈ G∗0 and η0(x±α ) = 0, α ∈ Δ+,
η0(li) = 1, i = 1, . . . , l. Recall that the algebra U
s−1
ε (g) is a Hopf algebra. We shall need the following
formula for the action of the comultiplication on the quantum root elements fβ , β =
∑l
i=1 ciαi ∈
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Δm+ , ci ∈ N,
Δs−1(fβ) =
l∏
i=1
Kcii
l∏
i,j=1
L
nd
dj
( 1+s1−sPh′∗αi,αj)ci
j ⊗ fβ + fβ ⊗ 1 +(7.10)
+
∑
i
yi ⊗ xi, xi ∈ U<β , yi ∈ U>βUs−1ε (h),
where U<β is the subalgebra (without unit) in U
s−1
ε (m−) generated by fα, α < β and U>β is the
subalgebra (without unit) in Us
−1
ε (n−) generated by fα, α > β.
To derive formula (7.10) we ﬁrst observe that by Corollary 4.3.2 in [6] one has in Us
−1
h (g)
Δ(X−β ) =
l∏
i=1
Kcii ⊗X−β +X−β ⊗ 1 +(7.11)
+
∑
i
y′i ⊗ x′i,
where x′i are elements of the subalgebra (without unit) in Uh(g) generated by X
−
α , α < β and
y′i are elements of the subalgebra (without unit) in Uh(g) generated by X
−
α , α > β and by the
L±1j , j = 1, . . . , l.
Using formula (4.8), the deﬁnition of the elements fβ and the action of the comultiplication Δ on
the elements Hi we obtain from formula (7.11) that
Δs−1(fβ) =
l∏
i=1
Kcii
l∏
i,j=1
L
nd
dj
( 1+s1−sPh′∗αi,αj)ci
j ⊗ fβ + fβ ⊗ 1 +
+
∑
i
yi ⊗ xi,
where xi are elements of the subalgebra (without unit) in U
s−1
h (g) generated by fα, α < β and by
the L±1j , j = 1, . . . , l and yi are elements of the subalgebra (without unit) in U
s−1
h (g) generated by
fα, α > β and by the L
±1
j , j = 1, . . . , l.
On the other hand formula (4.11) and commutation relations (4.15) imply that in fact xi are
elements of the subalgebra (without unit) in Us
−1
h (g) generated by fα, α < β. Since U
s−1
A (g) is in
fact a Hopf subalgebra in Us
−1
h (g) we deduce that xi are elements of the subalgebra (without unit)
in Us
−1
A (g) generated by fα, α < β and yi are elements of the subalgebra (without unit) in U
s−1
A (g)
generated by fα, α > β and by the L
±1
j , j = 1, . . . , l. This implies (7.10).
Formula (7.10) shows that Us
−1
ε (m−) is a right coideal in U
s−1
ε (g). One can also equip the algebra
Us
−1
ε (m−) with a character given by formula (5.5), where the numbers ci are the same as in the
deﬁnition of the character χ. We denote this character by the same letter, χ : Us
−1
ε (m−) → C.
Note that V can be regarded as a Uε(g)–module and a U
s−1
ε (g)–module assuming that the ideal
Iη acts on V in the trivial way. Now observe that Δs−1 : U
s−1
ε (m−) → Us
−1
ε (g) ⊗ Us
−1
ε (m−)
is a homomorphism of algebras. Composing it with the tensor product Ss−1 ⊗ χ of the anti–
homomorphism Ss−1 and of the character χ, which can be regarded as an anti–homomorphism as
well, one can deﬁne an anti–homomorphism, Us
−1
ε (m−) → Us
−1
ε (g), x → Ss−1(x1)χ(x2), Δs−1(x) =
x1 ⊗ x2, x ∈ Us−1ε (m−).
Using this anti–homomorphism one can introduce a right Us
−1
ε (m−)–action on V which we call
the adjoint action and denote it by Ad. It is given by the formula (compare with the deﬁnition of
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the adjoint action in (4.13))
(7.12) Ad xv = Ss−1(x1)χ(x2)v, x ∈ Us
−1
ε (m−), v ∈ V,
where Δs−1(x) = x1 ⊗ x2.
Note that using the Swedler notation for the comultiplication, (Δs−1⊗id⊗id)(Δs−1⊗id)Δs−1(x) =
x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ x3 ⊗ x4, the coassiciativity of the comultiplication and the deﬁnition of the antipode we
have for any x ∈ Us−1ε (m−), y ∈ Us
−1
ε (g), v ∈ V (compare with the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [9])
(7.13) Adx(yv) = Ss−1(x1)χ(x2)yv = Ss−1(x1)yx2Ss−1(x3)χ(x4)v = Adx1(y)Adx2(v).
Similarly to the Proposition in Section 5.6 in [5] we infer that Z0 is a Hopf subalgebra in U
s−1
ε (g).
Namely,
Δs−1(f
m
i ) = K
m
i
l∏
j=1
L
mnddj
( 1+s1−sPh′∗αi,αj)
j ⊗ fmi + fmi ⊗ 1,
Δs−1(e
m
i ) = e
m
i ⊗K−mi +
l∏
j=1
L
−mnddj (
1+s
1−sPh′∗αi,αj)
j ⊗ emi ,
Δs−1(L
m
i ) = L
m
i ⊗ Lmi .
Therefore recalling that by the deﬁnition of χ for x ∈ Us−1ε (m−)
⋂
Z0 one has χ(x) = η(x) we deduce
Ad xv = Ss−1(x1)χ(x2)v = η(Ss−1(x1)x2)v = εs−1(x)v, v ∈ V,
where εs−1 is the counit of U
s−1
ε (g). Note that by the deﬁnition of the ideal Iη0 the ideal U
s−1
ε (m−)
⋂
Iη0 ⊂
Us
−1
ε (m−) is generated by the elements f
m
α , α ∈ Δm+ and εs−1(fmα ) = 0 for α ∈ Δm+ by the def-
inition of εs−1 . Hence the adjoint action of U
s−1
ε (m−) on V induces an action of the subalgebra
Uη0(m−) of the small quantum group Uη0(g). We call this action the adjoint action as well.
Note that the small quantum group Uη0(g) is a Hopf algebra with the comultiplication inherited
from Us
−1
ε (g). Now arguments used in the proof of Proposition 5.6 in [20] can be applied verbatim
to establish the following lemma.
Lemma 7.8. The space of Whittaker vectors Vχ coincides with the space of Uη0(m−)–invariants for
the adjoint action on V ,
(7.14) Vχ = {v ∈ V : Ad x(v) = εs−1(x)v ∀x ∈ Uη0(m−)}.
Proof. Indeed, denote by Tβ the factor
∏l
i=1K
ci
i
∏l
i,j=1 L
nd
dj
( 1+s1−sPh′∗αi,αj)ci
j which appears in (7.10),
Tβ =
∏l
i=1K
ci
i
∏l
i,j=1 L
nd
dj
( 1+s1−sPh′∗αi,αj)ci
j . Then by the deﬁnition of the antipode we have from
(7.10)
Ss−1(Tβ)fβ + Ss−1(fβ) +
∑
i
Ss−1(yi)xi = εs−1(fβ) = 0.
Since Ss−1(Tβ) = T
−1
β =
∏l
i=1K
−ci
i
∏l
i,j=1 L
−nddj (
1+s
1−sPh′∗αi,αj)ci
j this yields
(7.15) Ss−1(fβ) = −Ss−1(Tβ)fβ −
∑
i
Ss−1(yi)xi.
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Now for β ∈ Δm+ , (7.10), (7.15) and deﬁnition (7.12) of the adjoint action imply
Ad fβv = T
−1
β χ(fβ)v − T−1β fβv −
∑
i
Ss−1(yi)xiv +
∑
i
Ss−1(yi)χ(xi)v =
= T−1β (χ(fβ)− fβ)v +
∑
i
Ss−1(yi)(χ(xi)− xi)v, xi ∈ U<β , yi ∈ U>βUs
−1
ε (h).(7.16)
If v ∈ Vχ we immediately obtain from (7.16) that Ad fβv = 0 for any β ∈ Δm+ , i.e. v belongs to
the right hand side of (7.14).
Conversely, suppose that v belongs to the right hand side of (7.14). We shall show that xv = χ(x)v
for any x ∈ Us−1ε (m−). Let U<β be the subalgebra with unit generated by U<β . We proceed by
induction over the subalgebras U<δk , k = 1, . . . b+ 1, where as before δ1 < . . . < δb is the normally
ordered segment Δm+ and we deﬁne U<δb+1 to be the subalgebra U
s−1
ε (m−).
Observe that δ1 is a simple root and hence U<δ1 = 0. Therefore we deduce from (7.16) for β = δ1
Ad fδ1v = T
−1
δ1
(χ(fδ1)− fδ1)v = 0.
Since T−1δ1 acts on V by an invertible transformation this implies (χ(fδ1) − fδ1)v = 0, and hence
xv = χ(x)v for any x ∈ U<δ2 as U<δ2 is generated by fδ1 .
Now assume that for some k ≤ b xv = χ(x)v for any x ∈ U<δk . Then by (7.16)
Ad fδkv = T
−1
δk
(χ(fδk)− fδk)v = 0.
As above this implies
(7.17) (χ(fδk)− fδk)v = 0.
By Proposition 4.6 any element y ∈ U<δk+1 can be uniquely represented in the form y = fδky′+y′′,
where y′, y′′ ∈ U<δk . Now by (7.17) and by the induction assumption
yv = (fδky
′ + y′′)v = χ(fδk)χ(y
′)v + χ(y′′)v = χ(y)v,
i.e. yv = χ(y)v for any x ∈ U<δk+1 . This establishes the induction step and completes the proof.

The following proposition is an analogue of Engel theorem for quantum groups at roots of unity.
Proposition 7.9. Let η be an element of Spec(Z0). Assume that η(f
m
γi ) = ai = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l′
and that η(fmβ ) = 0 for β ∈ Δm+ , β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}, and hence fmγi = η(fmγi ) = ai = 0 in Uη(m−) for
i = 1, . . . , l′ and fmβ = 0 in Uη(m−) for β ∈ Δm+ , β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}. Let χ : Uη(m−) → C be any
character deﬁned in Proposition 7.7. Then any non–zero ﬁnite–dimensional Uη(g)–module contains
a non–zero Whittaker vector.
Proof. First we show that the augmentation ideal J 0 of Uη0(m−) coincides with its Jacobson radical
which is nilpotent. The proof of this fact is similar to that of Lemma 7.6, and we shall keep the
notation used in that proof.
We deﬁne J 0(k,i) = J 0
⋂
(Uη0(m−))(k,i), so that J 0(k,i) ⊂ J 0(k′,j) if (k, i) < (k′, j), and J 0(m−1,b) =
J 0.
We shall prove that J 0 is nilpotent by induction over the order in {1, . . . ,m − 1} × {1, . . . , b}.
Note that (k, i) = (1, 1) is minimal possible such that J(k,i) is not trivial. If y ∈ J(1,1) then y must
be of the form
(7.18) y = afl′ , a ∈ C.
The product of m elements of type (7.18) is equal to zero,
fmβ a
m = 0,
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as fmβ = 0. We deduce that (J 0(1,1))m = 0.
Now assume that (J 0(k,i))K = 0 for some K > 0. Let (k′, i′) be the smallest element of {1, . . . ,m−
1}×{1, . . . , b} which satisﬁes (k, i) < (k′, i′). Then by Propositions 4.6 and 6.2 any element of J 0(k′,i′)
is of the form fδi′u+ u
′, where u′ ∈ J 0(k,i) and u ∈ (Uη0(m−))(k,i).
Now equation (4.15) implies that for any u ∈ (Uη0(m−))(k,i) one has
(7.19) ufδi′ = cfδi′u+ w,
where c is a non–zero constant depending on u, and w ∈ J 0(k,i). By the formula (7.19) the product
of m elements fδi′up + u
′
p, p = 1, . . . ,m of the type described above can be represented in the form
(7.20)
m∑
j=0
f jδi′ cj ,
where cj ∈ J 0(k,i) for j = 0, . . . ,m− 1 and cm ∈ (Uη0(m−))(k,i). Since fmδi′ = 0 the last term in sum
(7.20) is zero. So sum (7.20) takes the form
(7.21)
m−1∑
j=0
f jδi′ c
′
j ,
where c′j ∈ J 0(k,i). By (7.19) the product of K sums of type (7.21) is of the form
(m−1)K∑
j=0
f jδi′ c
′′
j ,
where each c′′j is a linear combination of elements from (J 0(k,i))K . By our assumption (J 0(k,i))K = 0,
and hence the product of any mK elements of J 0(k′,i′) is zero. This justiﬁes the induction step and
proves that J 0(m−1,b) = J 0 is nilpotent. Hence J 0 is contained in the Jacobson radical of Uη0(m−).
The quotient algebra Uη0(m−)/J 0 is isomorphic to C. Therefore J 0 coincides with the Jacobson
radical of Uη0(m−).
Now let V be a ﬁnite–dimensional Uη(g)–module. Then V is also a ﬁnite–dimensional Uη0(m−)–
module with respect to the adjoint action. Thus V must contain a non–trivial irreducible Uη0(m−)–
submodule with respect to the adjoint action on which the Jacobson radical J 0 must act trivially.
From (7.14) it follows that this non–trivial irreducible submodule consists of Whittaker vectors.This
completes the proof.

Let
G =
⋃
C∈C(W )
GC .
be the Lusztig partition of G (see [13]; we use the notation of [19], Section 4). Here C(W ) ⊂ W is
a certain subset of the set of conjugacy classes W in W .
From the above discussion and Proposition 6.2 in [19] we deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 7.10. Let η ∈ Spec(Z0) be an element such that πη ∈ GC, C ∈ C(W ) and s−1 ∈ C.
Denote by d the number corresponding to s−1 and deﬁned in Proposition 6.2 in [19]. Assume that
m and d are coprime.
Then there is a system of positive roots Δs
−1
+ and a quantum coadjoint transformation g˜ such that
ξ = g˜η satisﬁes ξ(fmγi ) = ai = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l′ and ξ(fmβ ) = 0 for β ∈ Δm+ , β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}, where
fα ∈ Uξ(m−) are generators of the corresponding algebra Uξ(m−) ⊂ Uξ(g) deﬁned in Section 7. Let
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χ : Uξ(m−) → C be any character deﬁned in Proposition 7.7. Then any ﬁnite–dimensional Uη(g)–
module contains a non–zero Whittaker vector with respect to the subalgebra U g˜η (m−) = g˜
−1Uξ(m−)
and the character χg˜ given by the composition of χ and g˜, χg˜ = χ ◦ g˜ : U g˜η (m−) → C.
Moreover, dim U g˜η (m−) = m
1
2dim Oπη , where Oπη is the conjugacy class of πη ∈ GC.
Proof. Let
Δ0 = {α ∈ Δ|s(α) = α},
and Γ the set of simple roots in a system of positive roots Δs
−1
+ deﬁned in Proposition 5.1. We
shall need the parabolic subalgebra p of g and the parabolic subgroup P associated to the subset
Γ0 = Γ
⋂
Δ0 of simple roots and containing the Borel subalgebra corresponding to Δ
s−1
+ . Let n and
l be the nilradical and the Levi factor of p, N and L the unipotent radical and the Levi factor of P ,
respectively.
Note that we have natural inclusions of Lie algebras p ⊃ n. We also denote by n the nilpotent
subalgebra opposite to n. Denote by N the subgroup of G corresponding to the Lie subalgebra n
and by N the opposite unipotent subgroup in G with the Lie algebra n. Let Z be the subgroup of
G generaled by the semi–simple part of the Levi factor L corresponding to the Lie subalgebra l and
by the centralizer of s in H. Denote by s˙ a representative of s in G. Let Ns = {v ∈ N |s˙vs˙−1 ∈ N}
and H0 ⊂ H the subgroup corresponding to the orthogonal complement h0 of h′ in h with respect
to the Killing form.
By Theorem 5.2 in [19] for every C ∈ C(W ) and s−1 ∈ C there is a system of positive roots Δs−1+
as in Proposition 5.1 and such that all conjugacy classes in the stratum GC intersect the variety
s˙H0Ns which is a subvariety of the transversal slice Σs = s˙ZNs to the set of conjugacy classes in G.
Now let s˙h0ns, h0 ∈ H0, ns ∈ Ns be an element of s˙H0Ns. Recall that by Proposition 6.2 in [20]
the representative s˙ can be represented in the form s˙ = m−1um−1 for some m,m ∈ N , where u ∈ G
is an element of the form
(7.22) u =
l′∏
i=1
exp[tiX−γi ],
ti ∈ C are non–zero constants depending on the choice of the representative s˙ and the product over
roots is taken in the order opposed to the normal order associated to s−1.
Therefore
s˙h0ns = m
−1um−1h0ns.
Conjugating the element in the r.h.s. by m we obtain that s˙h0ns is conjugate to
um−1h0nsm = uh0n = λ0(h
1
2
0 n, h
− 12
0 u
−1),
where n ∈ N , h 120 ∈ H0 is any element such that h
1
2
0 h
1
2
0 = h0, λ0 is deﬁned immediately after
Proposition 6.4, and we used the fact that H0 normalizes N and commutes with the element u.
By part (iv) of Proposition 6.5 we conclude that if η ∈ Spec(Z0) satisﬁes πη ∈ GC then there is
a quantum coadjoint transformation g˜ such that π˜(g˜η) = (h
1
2
0 n, h
− 12
0 u
−1) for some n ∈ N , h 120 ∈ H0.
Denote ξ = g˜η. From the deﬁnition of the map π˜ and of the element u it follows that
exp(ξ(x−βD )X−βD ) exp(ξ(x
−
βD−1)X−βD−1) . . . exp(ξ(x
−
β1
)X−β1) = u
which implies ξ((X−γi)
m) = ti
(εγi−ε−1γi )m
= 0 for i = 1, . . . , l′ and that ξ((X−β )m) = 0 for β ∈ Δm+ ,
β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}.
By the deﬁnition of the elements fβ with β =
∑l
i=1miαi we have fβ =
∏l
i,j=1 L
minij
j X
−
β . There-
fore the commutation relations between elements Lj andX
−
β imply that f
m
β = cβ
∏l
i,j=1 L
mminij
j (X
−
β )
m,
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where cβ are non–zero constants, and hence ξ(f
m
β ) = cβ
∏l
i,j=1 ξ(L
m
j )
minijξ((X−β )
m). Since ξ(Lj) =
0 for j = 1, . . . , l, ξ((X−γi)
m) = ti
(εγi−ε−1γi )m
= 0 for i = 1, . . . , l′ and ξ((X−β )m) = 0 for β ∈ Δm+ ,
β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′} we deduce ξ(fmγi ) = ai = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l′ and ξ(fmβ ) = 0 for β ∈ Δm+ ,
β ∈ {γ1, . . . , γl′}. Thus ξ satisﬁes the condition of Propositions 7.7 and 7.9. Let Ug˜η(m−) = Uξ(m−)
be the corresponding subalgebra in Uξ(g).
Note that by Theorem 5.2 in [19] for any g ∈ GC we have
dim ZG(g) = dim Σs,
where ZG(g) is the centralizer of g in G.
By the deﬁnition of Σs we also have dim Σs = l(s) + 2D0 +dim h
′⊥. Observe also that dim G =
2D + dim h and dim h − dim h′⊥ = dim h′ = l′, and hence from (5.3) we deduce that dim m− =
D − D0 − 12 (l(s) − l′) = 12 (dim G − dim Σs) = 12dim Og and dim U g˜η (m−) = dim Ug˜η(m−) =
mdim m− = m
1
2dim Og , where Og is the conjugacy class of any g ∈ GC .
In particular, dim U g˜η (m−) = m
1
2dim Oπη , where Oπη is the conjugacy class of πη ∈ GC .
The remaining statements of this theorem are consequences of Proposition 7.9.

For given η ∈ Spec(Z0) and g˜ ∈ G as in Theorem 7.10 we denote Cχg˜ the corresponding
one–dimensional representation of U g˜η (m−). Let Qχg˜ be the induced left Uη(g)–module, Qχg˜ =
Uη(g) ⊗U g˜η (m−) Cχg˜ . Let W sε,η(G) = EndUη(g)(Qχg˜ )opp be the algebra of Uη(g)–endomorphisms
of Qχg˜ with the opposite multiplication. The algebra W
s
ε,η(G) is called a q-W algebra associ-
ated to s ∈ W . Denote by Uη(g) − mod the category of ﬁnite–dimensional left Uη(g)–modules
and by W sε,η(G) − mod the category of ﬁnite–dimensional left W sε,η(G)–modules. Observe that
if V ∈ Uη(g) − mod then the algebra W sε,η(G) naturally acts on the ﬁnite–dimensional space
Vχg˜ = HomU g˜η (m−)(Cχg˜ , V ) = HomUη(g)(Qχg˜ , V ) by compositions of homomorphisms.
Proposition 7.11. Let Φ : E → Qχg˜ ⊗W sε,η(G) E be the functor from the category of ﬁnite–
dimensional left W sε,η(G)–modules to the category Uη(g)−mod. Its right adjoint functor is given by
Ψ : V → Vχg˜ and satisﬁes Ψ ◦ Φ = Id.
Proof. The ﬁrst statement follows from the deﬁnitions.
For the second one, let E be a ﬁnite–dimensional W sε,η(G)–module. First we observe that by the
deﬁnition of the algebra W sε,η(G) we have W
s
ε,η(G) = EndUη(g)(Qχg˜ )
opp = Hom
U g˜η (m−)
(Cχg˜ , Qχg˜ ) =
(Qχg˜ )χg˜ as a linear space, and hence (Qχg˜⊗W sε,η(G)E)χg˜ = E. This proves the second statement. 
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